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IN 1944 Chern gave an intrinsic proof of the Gauss-Bonnet formula using the idea of 
transgression, which can be described as follows. 
Given a Riemannian manifold A4 of dim n without boundary, let P: S(M) + M be 
the tangent sphere bundle of M, which consists of all unit tangent vectors on M. Then 
(1) there are an n-form w and an (n-1)-form v~,,, which are defined canonically on 
M and S(M) respectively, 
(2) dnc,, = - T*W, 
(3) .I- ,= 7~,,, = 1, where F is a fiber of S(M), 
(4) SW w = x(M), where x(M) is the Euler number of M. 
The idea of transgression motivated our approach to a combinatorial analog of the 
above formula, which we call the combinatorial Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula. 
81. COMBINATORIAL HOJXGE THEORY 
Given a simplicial complex K, let C,(K) and C’(K) be the chain group and the 
cochain group of dim r with coefficients in the rational number field Q, let a and 6 be 
the boundary and coboundary operators, and let 
z,(K) = Ker {a: C,(K) + C,_,(K)}, 
Z’(K) = Ker (6: C’(K) + C’+‘(K)}; 
then 
Z,(K) 
HAK) sat,+,(K) 
and 
H’(K) E Z’(K) 
SC’-‘(K) 
are called the homology and cohomology groups in dim r. We denote 2 C,(K), 
r 
2 C’(K) and C H,(K) by C.(K), C’(K) and H,(K) respectively. In C.(K) we intro- 
duce an inner broduct ( , > as follows. For any two oriented simplexes u, 7 in K 
i 
l,ifu= 7, 
(a, T) = -1, if u = -7, 
0, otherwise. 
We define an isomorphism C’(K)+ C.(K): Q + d by the equality 
(Y(C) = (d, c), for any c E C.(K). 
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Under this isomorphism we can regard C.(K) as a cochain group also with the 
coboundary operator 8. 
LEMMA 1. a* = 6, S* = a, where a* and S* are the adjoint operators of 8 and 6. 
(The proof is omitted.) 
Definition. The Laplacian is defined as A = 88 + 68. H(K) = Ker A. An element in 
H(K) is called a harmonic chain. 
LEMMA 2. There is an orthogonal decomposition C.(K) = H(K)@ I, where I = 
ImA. 
Proof. Lemma 2 follows from the fact that the Laplacian is self-adjoint and C(K) 
is of finite dimension. 
LEMMA 3. H(K) = {c E C.(K)(& = 0,&z = 0). 
Proof. If ac = 6c = 0, then AC = 0. If c E H(K), then MC + MC = 0. Thus 0 = 
(aSc+Sac,~)=(ik,tk)+(ac,ac), i.e. 6~ = ac = 0. 
LEMMA 4. H(K) = H,(K). 
Proof. It is easy to verify that I C Ima + Imi3 and that the subspaces H(K), Ima, 
ImS are orthogonal to one another. Thus, from Lemma 2, it follows that 
C.(K) = H(K) @ Ima @ Im& 
Furthermore, Z.(K) = H(K) @ Ima and X.(K) = Ima and 
H 
* 
(K) = H(K)@ Ima a H(K) 
Ima - . 
Let p: C.(K)+ C.(K) be the orthogonal projection onto H(K). 
LEMMA 5. There exists a unique linear homomorphism G: C.(K)+ C.(K) such that 
(1) AG = GA = 1 - p, where 1 is the identity transformation, (2) G commutes with a 
and 6, and Ker G = H(K). (Such G is called the pseudoinverse of A.) 
Proof. Obviously, the restriction AII: I+ I is an isomorphism. We define G as 
follows: 
GII = (All)-‘, 
GIH(K) = 0, 
where 0 denotes the zero homomorphism. The remainder of the lemma is easy to 
prove and we omit it. 
Sometimes it is more convenient to deal with the augmented chain complex than 
the usual one. Let C:(K) be C,(K) or Q according as i 2 0 or i = - 1, a+(0 -
simplex) = 1. For the augmented chain complex we can still define 6’, A’, G’. 
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Example. Let K be a simplex (aoa, . . . ak>. It is easy to see that 
A+r = (k + I)T, for any 7 E C(K), 
hence G+r = (Ilk + l)r, P’ = 0: CT(K)+ CT(K) and H’(K) = 0. 
If there is no danger of confusion, we will omit the superscript +. 
02. TANGENT SPHERE BUNDLE AND CHERN FORM 
From now on we assume that K is a combinatorial manifold of dim n, i.e. K is a 
simplicial complex and for any point x E IKI, 
H*(lKl, IKI - x) = H*(W, 59” -O), 
where 3” is the n-dimensional Euclidean space, 0 denotes the origin of 9” and H,( ) 
is the singular homology functor with coefficients in Q. Moreover, we also assume in 
this paper that 
(1) K is orientable, 
(2) For each simplex u in K, denoted by u E K, F(a) = {T E K/3 a simplex + E K 
such that ?*r, ?*a E K and r n u = 4) has the same homology as S”-’ (the standard 
sphere of dim (n - l)), where +*a denotes the join of + and u. 
The assumption (2) is not essential, because the barycentric subdivision of any 
combinatorial manifold satisfies it. 
Before considering the combinatorial Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula, we have to 
know what the combinatorial tangent sphere bundle should be. It is useful to observe 
that for a C” manifold M, S(M) is just the boundary of a neighborhood of the 
diagonal in M x M. This motivates our 
Definition. The tangent sphere bundle of K is defined as 
S(K)= U uxF(u)CKxK. 
UEK 
Example. The picture below shows S(K) for a combinatorial manifold K of 
dimension one 
I 
*- S(K) 
Let T: S(K)-* K be the projection onto the first factor. (We leave the discussion 
of S(K) to a future paper.) 
Given a simplex u E K, if 7 is a subsimplex of a, denoted by r < a, let iF(u): 
F(a)+ F(T) be the injection. Since K is oriented, we can choose isomorphisms 
H,_@(u)) z Q for every simplex u E K in a way compatible with orientation, such that 
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I 
commutes, for every pair T < (T. 
If A is a vertex in K, let h(A) be the (n - l)-dimensional harmonic chain of F(A), 
which represents 1 E gP = H,_,(F(A)). For any oriented simplex u with dim (T 2 1, we 
define a chain h(g) in F(g) inductively. First h is defined on simplexes of lower 
dimension and extended by linearity, then we define h(u) = a,,,,G,,,,iR,,h(aa). 
LEMMA 6. For every y, 1 I y 5 n, we have (a,): if CT E K, dim cr 5 y, then 
%&cvjh(~~) = 0. 
LEMMA 7. For every y, 1 I y 5 n - 1, we have (6,): if T E K, dim T 5 y, then 
ihTjh(dT) = 8Fcrjh(T). 
Proof. We prove Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 simultaneously by veryifying the 
following facts 
(1) (a,) is true, owing to the definition of h(A). 
(2) (a,)*(bJ, 15 y’n - 1. 
Since H,(F(T)) = 0, for 1 I (Y 5 n - 2, PF,r+*F(rj h(&r)=Ofor25dim~5n-l.Forthecase 
dim T = 1, the definition of h(A) and the isomorphism ~I_,(F(T)) = Q imply that 
PF,,,i%,r,h(JT) = 0 too. 
(3) (b,H(a,+l), 1 5 y 5 n - 1 
,b,) 
= i%cT;,,,h(ddT) = 0, 
where E(CT, 7) = (au, 7). 
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Definition. The Chern form is defined as 
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rch = 2 
l7EK 
(- pm u’“F u - l) (T x h(a), 
(r oriented 
dim can-1 
which is an (n - I)-chain in S(K). 
THEOREM 1. There exists a unique chain o E C,(K) such that i%r=,, = - #o. 
Proof. 
OEK 
dim o=ysn-I 
+ x (- 1)[7(7-‘)‘21+%7 X 6,,&(o) 
CTEK 
dim u=ysn-I 
= x (- l)[‘y-‘“y-2”21a X i$!&r(&7) + I] (- l)[7(v+‘)‘210 X Sn&(cr) 
UEK 
dim o-y dim:=? 
I5Ybfl osysn-I 
= 2 (T X i+,,,h(a) + x (- l)[(n-‘)(n-2)‘21u X ij+,,h(k) 
dim:=0 dim:=” 
= T (- l)[(n-‘Hn-2)‘210 X i&,$(&7). 
dim o=n 
Further, by Lemma 6, 8~~~) is h(h) = 0 and &~,h(~a) ((I) 
I, E HO(F((T)) = Q. If 
represents an element 
w = c (_ lpn-3)/21~~ . a, 
dim:=n 
then w satisfies S?r,,, = - 7r*o. 
83. ANGLE CHAIN 
Having defined the notions of the tangent sphere bundle and Chern form, we have 
an obvious candidate for the combinatorial Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula (see 94). 
For proving it we prefer to follow Allendoefer and Weil[l], who divided the manifold 
into small pieces and proved the corresponding formula for each piece, rather than 
using the tangent vector field as in Chern[2]. In this connection the angle chain, which 
appeared in [3], is very useful. It can be used to describe the Gauss-Bonnet formula 
for a piece, and it satisfies an additivity formula (see Lemma 8 below) which enables 
us to collect the formulas for individual pieces and to obtain the formula for the whole 
manifold. 
The angle chain is an assignment of an (n - I)-chain A(L) in S(K) to any 
subcomplex L of K. It is easy to visualize the angle chain for a O-simplex L(= a). 
A(u) should be a x (b,b,+ b2b3+ b3b4+ b4b5+ b,b,) (see Fig. 1). For a l-simplex ab, 
A(ab) = a X (clc2 + c2c3 + c3c4) + ub X c4 + b X (c4c5 + csc6 + c6c7 + c7cs + c&,) - ub X cl 
(see Fig. 3). From these observations and the additivity formula one can deduce an 
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explicit expression for the angle chain. Given a subcomplex L of K, and T E L, let 
U,(T) = (5 E KI? n 7 = 4, 7 * ? E L} 
be the linking complex. 
Definition. For a subcomplex L of K, the angle chain of L is defined as 
A(U= x (-1) dimr~(~ x a)[1 - X(CT n LkL(7))](7 x a), 
(7. o)ELxK 
where 
i 
1, if T fl (T = 4, dim(T*a) = n, and orient (~*a) = orient (K), 
E(T x a) = -1, if T n (T = 4, dim(T*a) = n, and orient (T*(T) = -orient(K), 
0, otherwise. 
It is obvious that A(L) E C,_,(S(K)). 
LEMMA 8. (Additivity formula). Given two subcomplexes L, and L2 of K, we have 
A(L, U 15,) = A(L,) + A(L2) - A(L, n Lz). 
Proof. 
Lk,u&) = Lk,(T) u L&(T), 
and 
thus 
&&(T) = L&(T) fl L&(T), 
Xb n LkLIUL2(d) = X(b n &,(dl U b n Lk&)l) 
= X(U n L&T) + X(0 n Lk,T) - x(U n LkL,T n LkhT) 
= X(0 n LkL,T) + X(U n LkbT) - X(U n LkL,nL,T), 
hence 
11 - x(0 n W,uL2 T)] = [I - x(U n Lk,,T)] + [i - X(U f-I LkbT)] - [l - X(U n LkL,nL2T)]. 
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And if r E L2- L,, then 
where 0 denotes the empty set. So 
A(L, U L,) = c;K (- l)n-dimo-’ rEL,UL2 2 E(TXu)[(l-~(unLk,,~))+(1-X(u~LkLp)) 
- (1 - ~(0 n LkLlnL2d)1(r x u) 
= c’K (- l)ndimu-I[ ,g, (I - ~(u n LkL17)) + rEzL, (1 - X(U n Lb,d) 
+ ,FL, Cl- x(a n LkpN + 7Ez_L2 Cl- X(U n Lkk4) 
- rEFnL2 (1 - x(a n LkL,nL>d) - x (1 - x(u n Lk,ng)) 
TEL,_L* 
- x Cl- X(U n LkL,nLp)) ~(7 x U)(T x u) 
rEL2-L, I 
= x (_ I)n-dima-l 
2 I+ 2 Cl- ~(a n LkhT)) 
UEK [ 
Tg, (I- x(a n W.,4) + 
rEL2-L, TEL2 
+ rE;_L, 1 - rEsnL2 (I- x(a n LkL,nd) 
I 
- 
JL2 l- &ZL, + x (T)(7 x a) 
= A(L,) + A(L2) - A(L, n L2). 
Thus the lemma is proved. 
Definition. Given T < u E k, the dual angle chain of u at r is defined as 
D(u, 7) = 2 e(7 x 7’)7’. 
7’ 
ClC7=0 
LEMMA 9. For a simplex uoE K, 
A(uo) = 2 (- l)dimr~ x D(uO, 7). 
I 
S<CTCj 
Proof. Consider the following two sets 
{~~uEu~XK~e(~Xu)#O}={~~uEuoxK~~~u=O,~*u E K,dim(T*u)=n} 
= {T x u(u E Lk7, dim u = dim LkT, T < uo} 
{T x u E u,, x KIx(u n Lk,,T) # 1) = (7 x u E u. x K(,y(u fI a,,) # 1) 
={7XuEuoXK(unuo=0). 
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Their intersection is 
(T x u/v E L&T, dim P = dim Lkq u 17 co = 8, r < CT@}. 
Hence 
4~0) = x 
TXUEZY(+K 
(- l)dimr(l - ~(a n Lk,p))+ x a)(~ x CT) 
mzi, (- l)dim’4T x U)(T x fl) 
oE kr I! 
dim o=dim LkT 
= 2 (- lPirnf7 X D(ao, 7). 
r<q 
LEMMA 10. Given T < a E K, aD(a, T) = (- I)dim’D(a, 8,~). 
Proof. 
dD(cr, 7) = 11 6(7x T’)h’= z q E(T x T’)E(T’, T”)T” 
E(T x T’)E(T’, TR) 7’ 
1 
mo=O r”< I’ 
7’fl0=@ 
t-70=0 T”CT’ 
dim r”=dim Lkr-1 T’IIo=B 
For any T” E Lk(T), dim T” = dim Lk(T)- 1, there exist just two points p(~“), q(T”) in 
Lk(r) such that P(T”)*T”, ~(T”)*T”E Lk(T) and (~(7”) U q(~“)) II T” = 0, thus 
= 5; [E(T x PT’~E(P?“, T”)+ E(7 x f&‘)f(qT”, T”)]T” 
7 
r”rlo=% 
P(T”). q(r”)EU 
+ x [e(f X p~'~~(p~", T”)]T”. 
I” 
Because Of E(7 X pTR) = - 6(T X qT’), 
xqcr, 7) = c [- E(T x ~(t”)*T”)]T” = ,E, T [-E(T x t$‘)]T” 
~TlL T”fl.7=0 
p(i’Eo. q(iEu r”fLk(qr) 
= .g_-, 5 (-l)dimTE(qT x TN)Tn = 4g_--r (  l)dim* D(u, qT) 
= (- l)dim’D(U, 87). 
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LEMMA 11. For L C K, aA = 0. (Follows easily from Lemmas 8-10.) 
THEOREM 2. For u E K, 
(1) ifdimczzn-1,then rch=l, 
I A(o) 
(2) if dim (T = n, then I,,c,Tch+~,w=l~ 
where I A(u) rCh denotes the Kronecker product. 
Proof. (1) Because of dim (T = k I n - 1, we have 
(_ l)Ik’k+l”21 o) h(a) = (- l)[k’k+l)“‘~ D(o,,Gdlk+,)o) h(a) = (- 1k)l:(;‘)‘21 I,, ao) Mao), 
where 6 is the coboundary operator Sa in u. 
For-y, l-(rSk-1,wehave 
x (_ ~)fY(Y+lv21 
7EK I 
dim ‘I=Y 
D(o. 7) 
h(7) = (- Ik);;i’)‘21 x I,,,,,+,,,, h(7) 
dim:=y 
= (- l)l(r-2)(Y+1)/21 
xl 
(_ l)[r(r+l)/tl 
k+l D(o ar) h(aT) + 
dim:=y ’ 
k+l IS I,, d&j h(T) 
dim~=y 
= (_ l)[(r-2)(r+lV21 
k+l 21 mu. Jr) 
h(W+(-~1;y;‘)‘21 2 I] 1 E(T’, r)h(T) 
dim:=y dim ‘,= y 7:‘~~ 
D(o. Jr’) 
= (- ])KY-2XY+1)/21 (_ ,)[Y(Y+w21 
k+l k+l Ma?), 
dim:=0 ’ 
h(T)= ‘+A h(aT), 
and 
I A(o) mch = z (_ l)dim T(_ 1)Idlm r(dim r-IV21 h(r) , 
I<0 
h(r). 
Using the equalities above and the fact that [(Y + 1) - 'I[(Y + 1) + ‘I I Y(Y ’ 1) is odd 
2 2 7 
we reach the conclusion 
c7 
) 7T,h = 1. 
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(2) The case dim u = n. 
Let u = (uou, . . . a,). We may assume 
orient( a0 . . . a,) = orient(K). 
without loss of generality. Let b,,, b,, . . . , b, be such points in K that big u and 
b:(& e, e cit. e. a,) E K. We have 
D(U, aU) = go (- l)‘D(U* (Uo * e . cii * * . a,)) 
= J$ (- I)‘E((u~ . . a iii. . . u,) X bi)bi 
i=O 
= 2 (- l)“‘~((~o e e e cii. e e u,) X ui)bi 
i=O 
= $ (- l)“+‘e((~o a a . LIP-1) X U,)bi 
= (- l)“+’ z. bi. 
Because of Lemma 6, we know that i&,,h(ao) is a cocycle in C”(F(a)), which 
means that h(au) is constant on points of F(u). Thus it follows that 
= _ (_ l)In(n-ml 
n+l I h( au). D(v, Jo) 
The remainder of the proof is similar to that in the case dim u = k I n - 1, and we 
obtain 
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THEOREM 3. We have 
(1) &r,,, = - 7r*OJ, 
(2) For any simplex u E K, if dimu < n, then rcT,h = 1 and if dim u = n, then 
I I 
0+ rch = 1, 
(I A(o) 
(3) I, 
0 = x(K). 
Proof. We have proved (1) and (2) already. It remains to prove (3). 
For any subcomplex L of K, let 
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where 
I CO= L 
dim (r=n 
orient o=orient(K) 
It is easy to see jj and x have the two properties below (using Lemma 8). 
(1) For L,, I-2, 
iw, u L2) = ,w,) + a-2) - HL, n Lz), 
x(L m U U = x(L) + x(L2) - x(L, n L2). 
So for L = (T, U . . . U csr we have 
itL) = F T?(Oi) - zj $?(@i n uj) + i<Tc, X(Oi f-l Uj fl Ckr) - . . . . . , 
XcL) = F Xt"ii) - zj X(ai n aj) + i<Tc, X(Ui n Uj n Uk) - . . . . . . 
(2) For any simplex u, i(u) = 1 = x(u). 
From (1) and (2), we get i(L) = x(L). In particular, f(K) = x(K). A straightforward 
verification shows that A(K) = 0, which, in view of the definition of 2, proves 3). 
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